
Online meetings, live trainings
 and virtual events



alfaview 
Performant & GDPR-compliant
Online meetings with alfaview
With alfaview, you work together wherever you are: digitally, accessibly 
and securely. Communicate with over 500 people simultaneously with 
stable, high-quality video and audio and in compliance with GDPR – 
without compromise.

alfaview® VIDEO CONFERENCING SYSTEMS

Participants see each other – 
live and in real time

Easy 
and intuitive to use

Virtual rooms – 
open 24/7

Online meetings 
with more than 500 participants



alfaview 
Your digital communication
 

Personalized room concept
Create a professional representation of your company's, university's or 
event's organizational structure in alfaview. This allows you to set up 
virtual conference rooms, offices, training rooms  or presentation rooms.

You can easily switch between rooms by clicking on the room name. Your 
alfaview rooms are available to you around the clock, seven days a week.
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Breakout rooms
50 breakout rooms are available per alfaview room, which you and the 
participants can use in parallel – the ideal place for small groups or 
matchmaking. 

You can rename the breakout rooms individually according to your needs. 
For example, you can divide your alfaview room into breakout rooms 
named “Controlling”, “Team meeting” and “Coffee break”.
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alfaview 
Features at a glance
 
Availability for all platforms
Use alfaview under Windows, macOS, Linux, iOS, iPadOS, Android or via 
web browser. 

Screen sharing with audio
You can share your entire screen, just a part of it, or a specific app. 
alfaview allows any number of users to transmit their screen at the same 
time.

Chat
Exchange information in writing with the other participants of your online 
meeting or event using the chat or personal short messages.

Live transcription
With our live transcription with EML technology, the spoken word is 
transcribed in real time in a separate sidebar. This transcript can be 
saved as a protocol and shared with the participants of the event. 

Second camera
Stream two videos of one person at the same time using the second 
camera. Whiteboards or technical illustrations can also be visualized on 
a large scale.

Adhoc and scheduled meetings
Would you like to have a time limited meeting? Use the alfaview adhoc 
and scheduled meetings. Schedule meetings up to one year in advance.

Invitation links
Invite guests to your online meeting with a personalized guest link or a 
public group link. Your guests do not need their own alfaview account.

alfaview for Outlook
Create alfaview meetings in a new or existing calendar entry directly in 
your Outlook calendar.

Support
You can reach our alfaview team by phone, by using the contact form, or 
by email. You can also visit support.alfaview.com to get more information. 
In addition, there are a variety of tutorial videos available for you to watch.

API
Integrate alfaview easily into your existing corporate infrastructure with 
our API.
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alfaview 
Work together
 
Toolbox
Integrate your apps for collaborative work, e.g. a file sharing tool, a 
project management tool, scheduling tool or a web link to your company‘s 
intranet.

Whiteboard 
Develop content and visualizations on your virtual whiteboard together 
with your coworkers.

Voting and polling tool
Conduct anonymous polls and votes or have participants award star 
ratings.

 
Accessible and inclusive
Support for screen reader apps
Visually impaired participants can use their screen reader applications 
and receive audio notifications about events in the alfaview room.

Keyboard navigation
The keyboard navigation allows users to operate alfaview quickly and 
easily without a mouse.

Accessible design
A high-contrast design facilitates navigation, improves text readability 
and makes it easier to work with a mouse and/or keyboard.

Scalable font size
The font size of the user interface and chat can be gradually scaled up 
and customized to your personal needs.

Keyboard shortcuts
User-friendly keyboard shortcuts facilitate interaction with alfaview and 
enable quick access to operating elements.

Sign language interpreter
Sign language interpreters can be displayed as VIPs in a large tile.
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alfaview
Successful events
 
Waiting room 
Decide when participants may enter the room. You can either allow 
individual participants in one at a time or all at once.

Moderator controls
Assign moderator rights to any number of users. These users have 
additional features at their disposal to manage the meeting.

VIP
Moderators can highlight the person speaking by marking them with a 
VIP star. The video image of this person is then displayed larger. You can 
also highlight several people at the same time.

Attendance list
Would you like to know who attended your event? Create an attendance 
report going back up to 7 days.

Our team right there with you
The alfaview team supports you in planning and organizing your online 
event, and works with you to design your room structure to meet your 
specific needs.

Live transcriptionInterpreter

Multilingual conversations
Live translation
People from different countries can take part in your event in their native 
language: with live translation with DeepL technology into almost every 
language in the world.

Simultaneous interpreting
With the simultaneous interpreting feature, you can have as many 
interpreters as you wish translate the spoken word live into the desired 
language - either directly or in relay.
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alfaview 
Safety without compromise
Stable – Highly available – Secure

• alfaview is certified under ISO 27001

• all data centers are certified under ISO 27001

• 500+ servers are used exclusively for alfaview

• Data, data transport & server hard drives are encrypted in 

accordance with the current guidelines (TLS) issued by 

the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI)

• audio and video streams are not stored or shared

• alfaview provides the DPA & TOM on the website
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data centers used by alfaview

Excellent data protection

100 % GDPR-compliant – verified by data protection authorities
alfaview has its corporate headquarters in Karlsruhe, Germany. As such, 
we guarantee legal security under German and EU laws.

alfaview exclusively uses German data centers that are located in 
Germany and have their corporate headquarters in Germany. By doing so, 
we guarantee that your data remains in the area covered by the GDPR.

alfaview is committed to transparency: The technical and organizational 
measures we take to protect customer and communication data, 
along with a transparent portrayal of how and for what purposes our 
subcontractors are used, can be found in our data processing contract.

In its review of various video conferencing providers, Berlin’s data 
protection authority singles out alfaview as one of the few providers 
earning the maximum of four green lights. The data protection authority 
of Baden-Württemberg also lists alfaview as one of the few data 
protection-compliant video conferencing providers.
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Success Stories

 The alfaview video conferencing solution offers unique face-
to-face conferencing and training, so we, as a company, have 
decided to use alfaview for our Education Division as well. Our 
clientele benefits from a professional learning environment in 
alfaview that produces a high level of learning success. And 
best of all, alfaview was developed in Germany and is GDPR- 
compliant. 
Timo Schütte, Global Vice President Delivery Education, SAP Knowledge and Education

 We usually gather in a single location of the globe to discuss several 
aspects of life all around our planet. As the pandemic made this 
impossible, alfaview allowed us to successfully reverse our point of view, 
focusing on a specific instrument in space from all around the world 
instead. 
Daniele Cerra, Research Fellow, German Aerospace Center
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